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“How can we increase the economic impact of 
the $7B+ we invest in research every year?”



   
 

  

 

“You Promised Me 
Mars Colonies. 

Instead, I Got 
Facebook.” 

- Buzz Aldrin
 









I-Corps is the premiere 
federally funded innovation 

and commercialization 
program in the US





Inventors

Innovators

Entrepreneurs



TALKING 
TO HUMANS

Success starts with understanding 
your customers

GIFF CONSTABLE
with Frank Rimalovski
illustrations by Tom Fishburne
and foreword by Steve Blank

No single 
book or 
source…

or magic 
formula.
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Why do these charts 
look this way…

and can we do 
better?
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Use a 
systematic approach…

to identify
unmet needs.



Build, 
Show, and 

Hope!



Get out of the 
building!



Talk (listen) 
to customers…



Everyone has a plan…until you get punched in the face.”



PRIMARY learning 
comes from

Customer Discovery 
interviews! 



Discovery
…what are some things you 

should try to discover?



Before this beach…find a 
beachhead market!



Does the customer have a 
compelling reason/need 

to buy?
How “accessible” to your expected 

sales force / channel? 

Is the target customer well-
funded / able to pay?

Can you deliver a full solution 
or will you need partners?

Are there entrenched competitors 
that might try to block you?

Are there related/adjacent segments that 
you could go after after the beachhead?

Is market consistent with passion, 
interests, and goals of founders?



customer Jobs
…why customers 
adopt solutions.



End User

Job



“PEOPLE DON’T 
WANT A QUARTER 
INCH DRILL, THEY 
WANT A QUARTER 

INCH HOLE.” 

   —Theodore Levitt



competing Jobs
…what other customer 

jobs compete for 
resources.



End User

Jobs



job Priority
…how do customers 
prioritize their jobs.
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customer Needs
…what criteria drive 

solution choice.



End User

Job

Solution 
Criteria



WHEN A CUSTOMER 
“HIRES” A SOLUTION 

FOR THIS JOB

What Decision Criteria 
Are Used? (How do they 

define better?)





value Propositions

…why and when will 
customers adopt your 

solution



How much better
do you need to be 
to get adopted?

Customers require X improvement prior to adoption.

Are they willing to fire their existing 
solution in order to hire yours?



business Models
…understanding the value 

of a business



Does the customer 
have a compelling 

reason to buy?





top Takeaways

…three lessons from 
3,000+ deep tech projects



#1.  Lack of focus – specifically 
around beachhead market 

selection – is a “first order” 
failure mode



#2.  Deep understanding of 
customer jobs, and decision 
criteria for solutions to the 

them, uncover real customer 
needs.



#3.  Competition comes from 
in-kind solutions, out-of-

kind solutions, and
“competing jobs.”



final Thoughts

…some words of 
inspiration





“Nobody achieves anything great in the world 
by being happy and cozy.”

- Alex Honnold 






